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Project Ireland 2040 Delivery Board  

22nd November 2023 

Whitaker Room, Department of Public Expenditure, NDP 

Delivery and Reform, Government Buildings, Upper Merrion Street,  

Dublin 2 

Minutes 

Participants 

Chair: Minister Paschal Donohoe TD 

External Board Members: Thomas Barrett, Mary Hughes, Sean O’Driscoll, Terry Prendergast, PJ Rudden. 

Secretary General Board Members:  Graham Doyle, Department of Housing, Local Government and 
Heritage (DHLGH), Colm O’ Reardon, Department of Further and Higher Education, Research, 
Innovation and Science (DFHERIS). 
 
In attendance:  Paul Hogan (DHLGH), John Conlon (DPENDR), Claragh Mulhern (DHLGH), Matthew 
Lynch (Special Adviser to An Taoiseach), Deborah Sweeney (Press Advisor to Minister Donohoe), 
Gerard Cahillane (NDFA), Damian Duffy (NDFA). 
 
Apologies: David Moloney (Secretary General, DPENDR) 
 
Secretariat: Kevin Meaney, Margaret O’Donnell, Tom Fleming (DPENDR). 
 
The Minister opened the meeting and welcomed Mr Gerard Cahillane, NDFA Deputy Director & Head 
of Financial Advisory and Mr Damian Duffy, NDFA Head of Technical Design and Procurement to 
today’s meeting. The Minister said that the standing agenda for the Board would now focus on three 
areas as previously identified by the Board as being critical to removing barriers to NDP delivery: 
actions in the areas of planning, public sector capacity and widerskills to better support the delivery of 
our NDP objectives. The Minister welcomed the introduction of a tracker to assess progress on the 
various initiatives under these three headings.  
 
1. Minutes of the September 20th Meeting  
The draft minutes of the September 20th meeting and the agenda for today’s meeting were agreed as 
circulated. The minutes of the September meeting will be published on the gov.ie/2040 website. 
 
2. Presentation from the National Development Finance Agency 
NDFA gave a brief overview of the services it currently provides to a number of key departments 
including financial advice, contract management and also directly in infrastructure delivery. Some 
projects of note include: TU Dublin Grangegorman, Social Housing Bundles 1 & 2, Primary Care Centre 
Westport and the Courts service in Waterford. NDFA is now supporting TII on the Metrolink project. 
NDFA then gave an overview of projects it currently has in the pipeline including 11 STEM facilities at 
Technical Universities, 7 Housing Bundles and 35 school building projects. It also highlighted some 
challenges it faces including those of inflation and competition in the market. NDFA stated that a 
number of Tier 1 contractors had been lost from the system and this was impacting on timelines and 
commencements. The concept of fixed pricing for contracts was becoming more difficult to deliver, 
contributed to by supply chain risk and possible planning delays. The Modern Methods of 
Construction (MMC) approach is seen as one way of bringing greater certainty overall to the market 
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in terms of both quality and delivery. MMC is especially suited to the housing sector through the use 
of standardised design and coupled with the evolving technologies that are available. NDFA stated the 
delivery of schools building programme is more challenging, it requires more multi-disciplinary teams 
to manage projects in the move to construct more efficient buildings and use heat pumps and solar 
panels in the move away from fossil fuels and towards better quality overall. 
 
The European construction sector currently has 50/60 large entities operating in it, there are signs of 
renewed interest from some of these companies in the work on offer in Ireland. 
 
The Chair invited comments on the presentation.  
Board members complemented the NFDA on its very effective process of decision-making and the 
good quality of the advice given by NDFA, this is helping to bring about greater cross-Departmental 
support to projects. A Board member also spoke of the need to do more in developing expertise in 
the off-shore power generation sector and to get full advantage of our island status. In relation to 
PPPs Board members also noted the importance of bundling as a key part of the success of that 
programme. 
DHLGH commented on the need to do more on MMC and that government need to create the critical 
mass for the industry. DHLGH also posed the question of the need for more capacity in the market for 
large contractors to become involved in house building, NDFA responded that the house building 
market is more fragmented and Tier 1 contractors have not been traditionally involved in this area. 
NDFA went on to say that the move to MMC is seen as a better approach overall and it is also more 
attractive to manage. DHLGH noted that while scale is needed to support MMC this could be achieved 
if we have a constant pipeline of planned developments coming on stream and it has to be supported 
across Government to build critical mass. DHLGH also spoke of the need to have more policy and 
support around planning interruptions to housing developments and to have more coordination 
among infrastructure service providers on projects. The NDFA also noted that getting to procurement 
stage was the trickiest part of the process and identifying where blockages are at an early stage was 
crucial. 
The Minister commented on the need to have the expertise of a central entity to support the growth 
of Technical Universities in developing capacity if it was deemed necessary.  
 
 
3. Discussion on the National Planning Framework Review – Update 
 
DHLGH  referred to the on-going work on revising the National Planning Framework (NPF). The 
engagement on the NPF review has been very positive. The recent consultations highlighted issues of:  
 

 Regional balance and the focus of growth on cities for universities and other services and if     
adequate supports such as accommodation were in place to support this growth; 

 Demographics – and the need to look at our ageing population and high population growth-, 
the ESRI indicate Ireland now has a population of 5.3 million people; 

 Climate change featured highly;  

 Issues around coastal erosion and 

 The need for greater focus on cities and their surrounding areas 
 

DHLGH outlined emerging policy priorities of: 
 

 Policy alignment to support implementation -enterprise/jobs.   

 Regional balance as a longer-term goal -shorter-term focus on current priorities 

 Compact Growth as a Sustainable Strategy -remains core to the approach 
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 Focus and Prioritisation of Infrastructure Delivery -Strategic infrastructure as enabler, 
particularly for regional development and  

 Governance to Support City-focused Growth Strategy -enhanced co-ordination 
 
It was stated that while there are structures in place to support Local and National strategy, there are 
no such supports to support a City focused strategy. 
 
 
DHLGH referred to the challenges of achieving regional balance given that so much economic activity 
takes place in Dublin. DHLGH also referred to difficulty of achieving compact growth while supporting 
the needs of planning. It was stated that is sometimes easier get planning for social housing on a 
green field site than on a brown field development. Developments in Cork city have been positive but 
it may be more challenging if was operating with a city governance type structure. 
One External Board member referred to the success of Limerick in coordinating new development in 
the city and the need to address the issue of being able to live and work in our cities given that we 
have an ageing population. 
Board members were generally in agreement with the five main areas to be addressed in the NPF 
review. Board members queried how well aligned our agencies such as the IDA were embedded in 
these reviews. DHLGH said that the IDA has been consulted about the strategy. They also felt that a 
fundamental review of the role of Local Authorities in driving this review was needed. Another Board 
member –noted that OECD statistics show Local Authorities have a 45% control of Budgets as 
opposed to a 5% rate in Ireland. Board members noted that local authorities need to be working more 
effectively together to ensure delivery of projects. DHLGH responded that DETE are involved in the 
strategy review and that the success of areas was linked to the ambitions, efforts and the expertise of 
those working in Local Authorities and the combined efforts of a number Local Authorities to work 
together to address these issues. Another Board member spoke of the need for the IDA to align more 
with what is being done at national level.  
DHLGH stated that the NDP helped to achieve good investment in specific areas, the new planning 
guidelines will give greater support to achieve greater balance overall. While regional spread and 
prioritisation are important there is still the need for more infrastructure investment in some areas. 
The role of Regional Assemblies and the delivery of regional priorities under the URDF was also 
discussed. 

 
5. Date of next meeting 
The next in person meeting of the Board will be held in January 2024. 
 
6. AOB 
DPENDR said that a work programme for the Board for 2024 was being prepared by the Secretariat and 

that there would be an initial discussion on this topic at the online meeting in December. 

Actions arising from November 22nd 2023 meeting 

1. Online meeting of Board to be scheduled for December. 

 


